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Dear Parents,

The Jewish Community Center of Northern Virginia is pleased to offer swim lessons, 
as part of the Camp Achva program, for children in Kindergarten–5th grades. 
Our mission is to teach campers the skills they need for water safety and the 
fundamentals and skills of swimming. Lessons are designed utilizing the guidelines 
of the American Red Cross Swim Program. Instruction is focused on providing a safe 
and nurturing environment where each swimmer is encouraged to take part in his/her 
swim lessons through encouragement and guidance; no child is pressured or forced 
to participate.
 
The policies and procedures outlined in this handbook are designed to provide you 
with information about our swim program, swim levels and operations. We appreciate 
your keeping this handbook to use as a reference in case questions arise during the 
camp season.

We are excited about your child’s participation in the J’s summer 
swim program at J Camps this summer and look forward to 
helping each of our campers advance their aquatics skills.  

If you have any questions about the swim program, please feel 
free to contact me.

Sincerely,

Teodora Albu
Aquatics Director
703.537.3053
Teo.Albu@jccnv.org

JCCNV SUMMER CAMP AQUATICS

Jewish Community Center of Northern Virginia
8900 Little River Turnpike, Fairfax, VA 22031
703. 323.0880
jccnv.org
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The J’s Aquatics  
Program Philosophy
The Aquatics Department at the Jewish Community Center 
of Northern Virginia (the J) strives to help each child grow 
as an individual. The development of self-confidence 
and a positive self-image in a safe environment is 
emphasized.  
 
It is the goal of the J Camps Swim Program to provide 
a warm and caring atmosphere throughout the 
summer.  The Jewish values of respecting each other 
and treating each other with courtesy, patience 
towards one another, and good sportsmanship are all 
emphasized everyday. 
 
Our swim lessons are designed to accommodate 
the physical and emotional state of each child while 
enriching his or her time spent at camp through a fun 
and educational atmosphere.
 

JCCNV Aquatics 
Organizational Chart
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JCCNV Aquatics Program
General Information and 
Policies
About the Pool 
The J’s pool is 25 meters long and has six lap lanes. The 
pool water temperature is kept in between 82-84 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

Contacting the Aquatics Department
All phone calls regarding swim lessons, levels, child 
participation or instruction must be directed to Teodora 
Albu, Aquatics Director, at 703.537.3053. 

Attendance
It is a parent’s responsibility to inform the appropriate 
camp office, in advance, by note or phone message, of any 
change in attendance that might occur. The success of your 
child in our swim program can be influenced by prolonged 
absences or missed classes.
 
Consultations
We encourage communication between parents and staff. 
The directors are available for you to discuss all concerns. 
If a consultation is desired, an appointment should be 
arranged with the appropriate staff so program time is 
not interrupted. The minutes directly before and after 
camp afford little privacy for confidential conferences. 
To request a consultation, please contact Teo Albu 
at 703.537.3053 or Teo.Albu@jccnv.org. The director 
will contact you within 24 hours. Remember, that any 
potential problems, which may be precipitated by unusual 
circumstances, should be brought to the attention of the 
Aquatics Director.   

Guests 
The J has an open door policy for all parents of 
campers. For many campers, parents on the pool deck 
can be a distraction.  The best area to view your child’s 
lesson is from the observation deck above the pool. 
Our swim programs are open only to children who are 
registered in the program.

Health and Safety
In the best interest of your child, the staff should be 
informed of any special situations or medical concerns. 
Additionally, the staff should be made aware of any out of 
the ordinary or traumatic events that may occur during the 
summer (i.e. death or illness in the family, birth of a sibling, 
impending move, parent absent for extended time, etc.). 
Such circumstances may affect your child’s behavior and 
may be dealt with more satisfactorily when the swim staff 
is made aware of the situation.  
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The health of the children is the combined responsibility 
of the parents and the Camp. In the event the child 
becomes ill at Camp, or exposed to a communicable disease, 
parents will be notified at once. Communicable childhood 
diseases are inevitable in group situations, however, they 
can be kept to a minimum if parents are alert to the usual 
symptoms before sending a child to Camp.

A child’s body temperature should be normal for 24 
hours before your child returns to the swim program. 
However, a fever is not the only indication of illness. It is not 
fair to your own child who is not feeling well, or to the other 
children and the instructors who may become infected, to 
have a sick child at Camp. Runny noses and diarrhea are 
conditions which should exclude a child from participating. If 
we feel that a child is not well enough, both parents and/or 
the emergency contact person (if necessary) will be called to 
come to take the child home.
 
Please notify the director if your child is diagnosed with 
a contagious disease. If your child is not well enough to 
participate in swim lessons, please keep him/her home. In 
some cases following a serious illness, a doctor’s release may 
be requested before the child can return to swim lessons.  
Specific inquiries or questions regarding pool limitations 
should be directed to the Aquatics Director.
 
The J has a no nit/lice policy.

Make-Up Lessons
If the J has to cancel a camp swim lesson due to pool issues 
(i.e., maintenance or repair), the class will not be made up. 
We do not offer make-up camp lessons for missed classes as 
a result of camper illness, vacations, or other situations that 
may arise.  

Setting Limits
Guidelines for behavior at Camp reflect our philosophy of 
providing a caring atmosphere for the children in which they 
are encouraged in positive ways to be responsible for their 
own behavior. The swim staff sets limits and rules that are 
appropriate to the developmental level of the children. All 
behavior guidelines are fair and consistently applied and 
reinforced regularly throughout J Camps. 

Suspected Child Abuse
Effective July 1, 1993, as a result of legislation passed by 
the 1993 Virginia General Assembly, mandated reporters 
are required to report their suspicions of child abuse or 
neglect within 72 hours of becoming suspicious… The list 
of mandated reporters has also been expanded to include 
persons associated with private organizations responsible 
for the care, custody and control of children.

Swimming Attire and Gear
Campers must bring a bathing suit, towel and goggles to 
every swim lesson.  Remember to label all swim equipment 
that is brought to camp. The Aquatics Department does 
not keep extra supplies of bathing suits, towels or goggles.  
Campers who do not have the appropriate swim attire will 
not be able to participate in the program.  

Terminating a Child’s Enrollment
The swim staff makes every effort to help a child adjust to 
his/her swim program. If the staff feels that a child is having 
unusual difficulty adjusting, the parents will be contacted 
and a meeting will be scheduled to discuss options. If the  
J’s staff feels that the program is not suitable for the child,  
or the child has emotional or physical needs beyond the 
capability of the program, notice will be given for the 
parents to either withdraw the child or provide a shadow 
counselor. In the event the behavior of the child is abusive 
toward other children, staff, or him/herself, the Aquatics 
Director may insist on immediate withdrawal of the child 
from the program.

Swim Lessons
Camp Swim Lesson Schedules (40 minutes)
 
Grade Time   Days of Week
Kindergarten 9:30am-10:10am M, T, W, TH
2nd & 3rd 10:15am-10:55am M, T, W, TH
1st, 4th & 5th 11:00am-11:40am M, T, W, TH
Kadima 11:45am-12:25pm M, T, W, TH
Thursdays are free swim.
 
After-Camp swim lessons for children ages 5–13 are 
scheduled from 4pm–4:30pm.

Beginners     M 
Intermediate & Advanced   T

Swimmer Evaluation Test 
Children might display different swim skills when they 
are not in the environment of a structured swim lesson. 
Parents, please be aware that the placement or the 
advancement for your child’s swim level is the responsibility 
of the Aquatics Director or pool deck supervisor. In swim 
class settings, there are certain decisions and policies that 
require our staff to place children in their appropriate swim 
level. Class placement is not based on the age of the 
child, but rather the ability, maturity, swim experience 
and successful completion of the entire swim level 
requirement. If you have any questions regarding 
placement or advancement of your child, please contact 
Teodora Albu. 

On the very first day of camp, all swimmers are evaluated 
to determine their appropriate start level. All swimmers 
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who arrive after the first day of camp will be evaluated to 
determine the appropriate swim level on their first day of 
camp. 

The evaluation consists of having the child demonstrate a 
series of skills based on the six levels of American Red Cross 
guidelines starting with the very basic of skills progressing 
to the highest of skills. 

Free Swim & Life Vest 
During free play times, the pool policy is anyone who is 
unable to swim 25 meters/1 length of the pool without 
stopping will have to wear a life vest. Children can ask to be 
tested regardless of their assigned camp swim level. 

If the lifeguard(s) or pool staff consider, regardless of a 
child’s swim ability, to be struggling or seems in danger 
the child will be required to wear a life vest.

Courses
Level 1 – Introduction to Water Skills
Our instructors follow a plan to introduce new swimming 
and water safety skills and build on previously learned skills. 
Each class is loaded with fun, engaging and challenging 
activities that motivate children to want to perform and 
learn to swim. 

In Level 1, as a foundation for future skills, the student is 
introduced to basic skills, including:
• Entering water independently using steps, side or ramp
• Traveling at least 5 meters, bobbing 3 times (to mouth, 

nose and top of the head) then safely exiting water
• Blowing bubbles while face is under water
• Gliding on front for at least 2 body lengths.
• Falling to a back float for 3 seconds without support
• Recovering to a vertical position without support
• Kicking legs with instructor/flotation device assistance
• Following directions and safety rules of the class/pool
NOTE: It is common for children to participate in several 
sessions of Level 1 before they successfully demonstrate 
each skill. That is okay! It is not important how quickly they 
move through a level, but that they acquire each skill. 

Parent’s Corner
How can you help?
• Ask the instructor which skills your child should practice, 

then make practicing fun at home or your local pool!
• Understand that children develop swimming skills at 

different times. Avoid putting pressure on achievement; 
encourage your child to enjoy swim lessons and take 
pride in personal success.  
 

How can you build on your child’s swimming 
experience?
• Talk about what your child has learned in the lesson to 

develop safe practices for the home and other aquatics 
environments such as lakes, rivers and water parks.  

• Encourage your child, when at play, to try the skills he or 
she is learning in lessons.

• Be a water smart family
 º Know how to recognize an emergency and know who 

to notify when an emergency occurs.
 º Stay safe around aquatics environments. (i.e., pool 

decks are for walking only, no running or other 
horseplay. They are very slippery and injuries could 
happen.)

Level 2 – Fundamentals Aquatic Skills
Our instructors follow a plan to introduce new swimming 
and water safety skills and build on previously learned 
Level 1 skills.  Each class is loaded with fun, engaging and 
challenging activities that motivate the student to want to 
perform and learn to swim. 

In Level 2, as a foundation for future skills, the student is 
introduced to basic skills including: 
• Jumping into the pool from a stand up position
• Unassisted kicking (without instructor’s assistance)
• Moving into a front float for 5 seconds, rolling to back, 

floating for 5 seconds then recovering to a vertical 
position

• Moving into a back float for 5 seconds, rolling to front 
then recovering to a vertical position

• Demonstrating beginning arm movement on front crawl 
with breathing to the side (3 strokes/1breath)

• Pushing off and swimming using combined arm and 
leg actions on front for 5 body lengths, rolling to 
back, floating for 10 seconds, rolling to the front then 
continuing to swim for 5 body lengths
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Parent’s Corner
How can you help?
• Support your child by praising his or her effort in the pool
• Understand that children develop swimming skills at 

different rates. Remember, many children need to repeat 
a level multiple times to complete all of the skills.

• Ask the instructor which skills your child should review, 
and then make practicing at home or your local pool fun!

How can you build on your child’s swimming 
experience?
• Take your child to public or family swims to develop 

strength, practice skills and increase his or her comfort 
level in the water. 

• Ask your child to show you a skill learned in swim lessons 
and incorporate the skill into a game to play in the pool. 

• Be a water smart family
 º Don’t just pack it, wear your jacket!
 º Know how to call for help
 º Know who the lifeguards are

NOTE: It is common for children to participate in several 
sessions of Level 2 before they successfully demonstrate 
each skill. That is okay! It is not important how quickly they 
move through a level, but that they acquire each skill. 

Level 3 – Stroke Development
Our instructors follow a plan to introduce new swimming 
and water safety skills and to build on previously learned 
skills. Each class is loaded with fun, engaging and 
challenging activities that motivate children to want to 
perform and learn to swim. 

Some milestones in Level 3 include:
• Jumping into deep water from the side, changing 

directions and returning to the wall
• Swimming the front crawl for 25 meters with a correct 

breathing technique
• Maintaining position by treading or floating for 20 

seconds
• Swimming the backstroke for 25 meters
• Retrieving rings from 3,5 feet deep

Parent’s Corner
How can you help?
• Support your child by praising his or her effort in the pool
• Understand that children develop swimming skills at 

different rates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can you build on your child’s swimming 
experience?
• Give your child plenty of opportunities to develop 

strength, practice skills and increase his or her comfort 
level in the water by taking him or her to a local aquatic 
facility

• Stay interested in your child’s progress. Ask your child to 
show you a skill learned in swim lessons and incorporate 
the skill into a game to play in the pool

• Be a water smart family
•   Reach or Throw, don’t go! 
•   Swim with a buddy in a supervised area.
•  Think twice before going near cold water or ice!

NOTE: It is common for children to participate in several 
sessions of Level 3 before they successfully demonstrate 
each skill. That is okay! It is not important how quickly they 
move through a level, but that they acquire each skill. 

Congratulations! Your child is a great swimmer and 
is ready to be part of Mini Waves Swim Team Level 1 
offered from September–December and January–May. 

Level 4 – Stroke Improvement 
At this level, parents should see their child perform a 
variety of skills with ever-increasing levels of quality and 
confidence. Each student will gain lifelong skills to use 
for recreation and fitness, as well as safety in a variety of 
aquatic settings. 

In Level 4, our instructors follow a plan to introduce new 
swimming and water safety skills and build on previously 
learned skills. Each class is loaded with fun, engaging and 
challenging activities that motivate children to want to 
perform and learn to swim. The expectations are higher 
for participants with regards to distance and quality. The 
classes are filled with engaging and challenging activities 
and drills to build endurance and improve technique.

Some milestones for Level 4 include:
• Swimming the front crawl for 2X25 meters.
• Rotary breathing
• Swimming the elementary backstroke for 2X25 meters
• Performing a dive into deep water
• Butterfly kick for 25 meters
• Introduction to open turns and regular turns for freestyle 

and backstroke
• Maintaining position by treading or floating for 30 

seconds
• Retrieving rings from 4-5 feet deep
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Parent’s Corner
How can you help?
• Support your child by praising his or her effort in the pool
• Understand that children develop swimming skills at 

different rates
• Have your child ask the instructor which skills he or she 

should review, and then make it possible to practice

How can you build on your child’s swimming 
experience?
• Give your child plenty of opportunity to develop 

strength, practice skills and increase his or her comfort 
level in the water by taking him or her to a local aquatics 
facility

• Think about safe locations for diving
 º  Think “safety first” by entering “feet first, the first 

time” to ensure that are no water hazards
• Be a water smart family

 º Too much sun is no fun!
 º Look before you leap!
 º Reach or throw, don’t go!
 º Think twice before going near cold water or ice!
 º Wave, tide or ride, follow the guide

 º Follow posted directions and instructions from 
the lifeguards to get into correct position before 
starting down a water slide – face up and feet 
first in most cases.  On speed slides, crossing the 
legs helps prevent injuries. 

 
NOTE: It is common for children to participate in several 
sessions of Level 4 before they successfully demonstrate 
each skill. That is okay! It is not important how quickly they 
move through a level, but that they acquire each skill. 

Congratulations! Your child is a great swimmer and 
is ready to be part of Mini Waves Swim Team Level 2 
offered from September–December and January–May. 

Level 5–Stroke Refinement
At this level, parents should see their child perform a 
variety of skills with ever-increasing levels of quality and 
confidence. Each student will gain lifelong skills to use 
for recreation and fitness, as well as safety in a variety of 
aquatic settings. 

In Level 5, our instructors follow a plan to introduce new 
swimming and water safety skills and to build on previously 
learned skills. Each class is loaded with fun, engaging and 
challenging activities that motivate children to want to 
perform and learn to swim. The expectations are higher for 
participants with regards to distance and quality. Each class 
is filled with engaging and challenging activities and drills 
to build endurance and improve technique.

Some milestones for Level 5 include:
• Swimming the front crawl for 50 meters with alternate 

breathing

• Swimming the backstroke for 50 meters
• Swimming the Butterfly for 25 meters
• Introduction to breaststroke kick
• Turns on the front and back
• Performing a dive into deep water from the starting 

block
• Retrieving rings from 5-6 feet deep 
• Treading water for 1-2 minutes

Parent’s Corner
How can you help?
• Support your child by praising his or her effort in the pool
• Understand that children develop swimming skills at 

different rates
• Have your child ask the instructor which skills he or she 

should review, and then make it possible to practice

How can you build on your child’s swimming 
experience?
• Give your child plenty of opportunity to develop 

strength, practice skills and increase his or her comfort 
level in the water by taking him or her to the local 
aquatics facility

• Think about safe locations for diving
 º  Think “safety first” by entering “feet first, the first 

time” to ensure that are no water hazards
• Be a water smart family

 º Too much sun is no fun!
 º Look before you leap!
 º Reach or throw, don’t go!
 º Think twice before going near cold water or ice!
 º Wave, tide or ride, follow the guide.

 º Follow posted directions and instructions from 
the lifeguards to get into correct position before 
starting down a water slide – face up and feet 
first in most cases. On speed slides, crossing the 
legs helps prevent injuries 

 
NOTE: It is common for children to participate in several 
sessions of Level 5 before they successfully demonstrate 
each skill. That is okay! It is not important how quickly they 
move through a level, but that they acquire each skill. 

Congratulations! Your child is a great swimmer and 
is ready to be part of Mini Waves Swim Team Level 3 
offered from September–December and January–May. 

Level 6 – Advanced Skills
At this level, parents are seeing their child perform a variety of 
skills with ever-increasing levels of quality and confidence. Each 
student will gain lifelong skills to serve for recreation and fitness, 
as well as safety in a variety of aquatic settings. 

In Level 6, our instructors follow a plan to introduce new 
swimming and water safety skills and to build on previously 
learned skills. Each class is loaded with fun, engaging and 
challenging activities that motivate children to want to perform 
and learn to swim. The expectations are higher for participants 
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with regards to distance and quality. At Level 6, each lesson is 
filled with engaging and challenging activities and drills to build 
endurance and improve technique.

Some milestones for Level 6 include:
• Swimming the front crawl for 100 meters with alternate 

breathing and turns
• Swimming the backstroke for 100 meters with turns
• Swimming the butterfly for 50 meters
• Breaststroke kick for 50 meters
• Introduction to breaststroke arms
• Retrieving rings from 7-8 feet deep 
• Treading water for 3-5 minutes

Parent’s Corner
How can you help?
• Support your child by praising his or her effort in the pool
• Understand that children develop swimming skills at 

different rates
• Have your child ask the instructor which skills he or she 

should review, and then make it possible to practice

How can you build on your child’s swimming experience?
• Give your child plenty of opportunity to develop 

strength, practice skills and increase his or her comfort 
level in the water by taking him or her to a local aquatics 
facility

• Think about safe locations for diving
 º  Think “safety first” by entering “feet first, the first 

time” to ensure that are no water hazards
• Be a water smart family

 º Too much sun is no fun!
 º Look before you leap!
 º Reach or throw, don’t go!
 º Think twice before going near cold water or ice!
 º Wave, tide or ride, follow the guide.

 º Follow posted directions and instructions from 
the lifeguards to get into correct position before 
starting down a water slide – face up and feet 
first in most cases. On speed slides, crossing the 
legs helps prevent injuries 

 

Congratulations! Your child is a great swimmer and is ready 
to be part of Mini Waves Swim Team Level 3 or JCC Waves 
Swim Team – Junior Waves Level offered from September - 
December and Jan – May.
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Pool Rules
The Lifeguard has the ultimate responsibility for the health & safety of everyone using the J’s pool 
facilities. Children under the age of 10 must be accompanied by an adult 18 and over at all times in the 
indoor pool.

1. Patrons must clear the pool when three loud whistle blasts 
are heard

2. Appropriate swimming attire (swimsuit) must be worn — no cut-
off shorts 

3. No running on the pool deck
4. Pushing, shoving, or pulling into the pool is not allowed — No 

Horse Play
5. Children under 10 years of age must be accompanied by a 

responsible adult (18 and over)
6. Children under 5 or wearing floatation devices must have a 

parent in the water with them at all times
7. Toys may be used at the discretion of the lifeguards
8. No large rafts may be used in the pool — this is the lifeguard’s 

discretion
9. Only open flips, front diving and front jumps are permitted 
10. Glass containers and gum are not permitted in the pool area
11. Diving is allowed only in the deep end of the pool
12. Only one person at a time is allowed to jump or dive; you must 

wait for the person to clear out of the way before proceeding
13. Only secured band-aids, tape or bandages are allowed in the 

pool. Swimmers with open sores, deep cuts, or infections are not allowed in the pool
14. Food is not permitted in the pool area
15. Please dispose of ALL trash
16. Hanging on lane lines/ropes is not permitted
17. The lost and found is located in the pool area
18. Only swim team members are permitted to utilize the starting blocks
19. Have fun and be safe!


